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A LOWER BOUND FOR THE CLASS NUMBERS
OF ABELIAN ALGEBRAIC NUMBER FIELDS WITH ODD DEGREE

LE MAOHUA

(Communicated by William Adams)

Abstract. Let A#, h¡c , R% denote the discriminant, the class number, and

the regulator of the Abelian algebraic number field K = Q(a) with degree d ,

respectively. In this note we prove that if d > 1 , 2 \ d, and the defining

polynomial of a has exactly rx real zeros and r2 pairs of complex zeros, then

hfc > Wy/\A¡(\/2ri(2k)^33Rklog4|Ajf |, where w is the number of roots of

unity in K.

Let AK, hie, Rk denote the discriminant, the class number, and the regulator
of the Abelian algebraic number field K = Q(a) with degree d, respectively.

In this note we prove the following result:

Theorem. If d > 1, 2\d, and the defining polynomial of a has exactly rx real

zeros and r2 pairs of complex zeros, then

m h   - WV\^\
{' K     ^W^RxlogAlAKl'

where w is the number of roots of unity in K.

Upon applying the above theorem, we can improve some known results con-

cerning the lower bound of h& . For instance, Barrucand, Loxton, and Williams
[1] proved that if K = Q(DX/3), where D = n3 + m is not a cube, m and n

are nonzero integers with 3n2 = 0  (modm), then

0.1A\AK\X/*

K     log(|A*|/3)log(|A*|/27)-

Notice that rx = 1, r2 = 1, w = 2, and Rk < 31og(|AK|/3) in this case. By
(1), we get a better lower bound as follows:

hK>-      ^M
1987rlog(|AK|/3)log4|A*r

The proof of Theorem. Let Ck(s) denote Dedekind's Ç-ftmction of A'. By [3,
§42], if o > 1, then

n=l
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where bx - 1 and b„ > 0 for n > 1. Since Ck(2) > bx and

(-irtf°(2)=£^^>o

for m > 0, we have

n=l

(2) (,K(s) = Y,a>»(2-sîm>       ao>l,fl«>0,/n>0,|j-2|<l.
m=0

Let X be the group of Dirichlet characters associated to K. It is a well-
known fact that Çk(s) - C(s)£k(s) , where Ç(s) is the Riemann Ç-function,

ÇK(s)=  I¡ L(s,x),
X€X
X¿Xo

where xo is the trivial character and L(s, x) is the L-series attached to the
character x ■ Since Ck(s) has only simple pole at s - 1 of residue £#(1), the
function g(s) = C/sri-S") - Ík(1)/(s - 1) is regular. From (2), we get

oo

(3) g(s) = "£(am-tK(l))(2-sr.
m=0

For any o > 0 and any x > 1, using Abel's transformation,

X(n)     S(x,x)
(4) n.*)- £ *=

KKi
X* ♦'f^*

where 5(x, *) = Y,x<n<x X(n) • Le* fx denote the conductor of ^ . By Pólya's

theorem, \S(x, x)\ < \/Jxlogfx . By (4), we get

(5) ,«..«,<   E^H^^i^*^.
l<n<x

Putting x = y/fxlogfx . We get from (5) that

(6) \L(s,X)\<Afxl/AxJtegTx<fx5/\       a>\,

since fx>5. Furthermore, by the conductor-discriminant formula

(7) ¿K=(-iri[fx,
xex

we get from (6) that

(8) \Ík(s)\ <
xex
X¿Xo

5/4
\Ak i 5/4

1
a>-2

Simultaneously, since \Ç(s)\ < l/\s - l\ + \s\/o for a > 0, we have

IC(*)|<3, k-21-5.
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Therefore, by (8),

(9) |Cjc(í)|<3|AjcI5/4,       |í-2|«|.

Further, by a well-known fact that |L(1, x)\ < log fx + 2, we get from (9) that

(10) \g(s)\<U(s)\ +
&(1)

1
<4|A* 5/4

for |s-2| = 3/2. Furthermore, by the maximum modulus principle, (10) holds

for \s - 2| < 3/2. Using Cauchy's theorem, we find from (3) and (10) that

(11) \am-CK(l)\<A\AK\V*ßy ,        m>0.

Let M be an integer with M > 1. By (2) and (11), if 13/14 < cr < 1, then

&(1)
g(o) = Ck(o) -

a-l
M-l

< 5>„-ûr;(i))(2-ar- £ \am-ÇK(l)\(2-oy

(12)
m=0 m=M

M—l oo     /~ \

<l-^(l)£(2-cTr-4|AK|5/4£ \^2-°))
m=0 m=M ^ '

<l-&(l)(2"g^"1-14|Ax|^(^

M

Put

(13) M =

We get from (12) and (13) that

(14)

log(140|Ajr|5/4)

log(7/5)
+ 1

. ,  .      9      (2-a)M.  ...

By a recent result of Chen and Wang [2], if x is a complex character, then

L(s, x) has no zero in the range

c
1 >o> 1

where

c = max   0.089193,

log/*(M + 2)'

19.09712

/>0,

- 0.339
43.14093 + 12.169/log/z(|i| + 2)

Since c > 0.0553581 for fx > 5, we see that Z(er, x) ¥" 0 for the range
1 - 1/I8.06421og2^ < cr < 1. Since 2 f ¿/, all characters of X are complex
characters. Notice that d > 3. We get from (7) that |A#| > /^ for any

X £ X. Hence, Z(<r, x) 7^ 0 for 1 - 1/9.0321 log4|Ajf| < o < 1. It implies
that U(o) < 0 for 1 - 1/9.0321 log4|Ajt| < o < 1, and by (14), we obtain

9(1-<T0)
(15) &(!)>

-ffnVtf10(2 - <X0)
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where oo = 1 - 1/9.0321 log 4|Ajc|. Since d > 3 and |Ajc| > 23, we get from
(13) that

log(2-^^log(l + 9032111og4|Ad)

< /-j + togl40JA^|V4\ /

1 no 14(1 -I- lnc 0

log(7/5)     J V9.0321 log4|Aa:

log 140 +log 235/4

log(7/5)

and (2 - a0)M < 3.23. Substituting it into (15)

(16) &(!)>

) V9.0321 log4.23) < U?

331og4|Ajc|

Thus, by (16) and the class number formula

_       Wy/\ÂK~\
hK-2H2npRjK{l)'

we get (1) immediately. The theorem is proved.
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